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Abstract—Radiation Therapy is used to treat the cancer 
diseases by ionization of radiations. From the beginning the aim 
of radiation therapy is to cure the cancer without any side effects. 
Tumour location and type, geometric accuracy and involvement 
in anatomic area affect the output of radiation therapy in which 
the amount of radiation dose is given. The tumour is controlled 
by production of high dosage of radiation. The amount of dosage 
is limited by possibility of damage of normal tissue. To control 
the amount of dose, for three dimensional radiation therapy 
computed tomography (CT) slice thickness is proposed in this 
paper. This paper defines the changes of CTV (clinical target 
volume) using various computed tomography slice thickness on 
three dimensional radiation therapy. For all computed 
tomography datasets, planning of three dimensional treatments is 
achieved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Radiation therapy is also known as radio therapy which is 
used for treatment of cancer. To minimize the size of tumour 
and to kill the cancer cells, high dose of radiation used in 
radiation therapy. To observe inside body x-rays are used in 
which the radiation is done at low dose. Radiation therapy 
kills the cells of cancer by using high doses and by 
damaging cancer cells DNA their growth will be slow down 
[1]. Cancer cells are burst and separated from the body by 
damaging of cancer cells. Cancer cells are not killed by 
radiation therapy immediately. The treatment goes on few 
days or weeks before the damaging of DNA for pass on 
cancer cells. After end of radiation therapy, cancer cells 
takes weeks or months to die. 

Today various types of radiation therapy are used to treat 
the cancer. Based on the radiation waves or particles, 
classification of radiation therapy is done to provide the 
treatment. Different radiation therapy techniques are 
protons, electrons and photons.  
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Among these electrons and photons are widely used in the 
United States and other countries. Also proton therapy 
facilities are in beginning stage. Usually radiation therapy 
contains three most important subtypes, these maintains 
same biological effects on tumour tissue [2]. That means to 
eliminate the tumours these three subtypes contains same 
potential. Though each type maintains different advantages 
and disadvantages. The radiation applied to propagation and 
emission of energy over the space or medium of material. 
Generally particulate radiation and electromagnetic radiation 
are types of radiation.  

Oscillating electrical and magnetic fields is used for 
characterization of electromagnetic radiation in which both 

fields contains dual characters. In the radiation therapy 

electromagnetic radiation has two forms they are gamma 

rays and x-rays. Tungsten-Molybdenum is the high atomic 

number material. In the anode of x-ray tube, high speed 

electrons run into high atomic number material to produce 

x-rays where as intra nuclear disintegration provides 

gamma rays. Travelling corpuscles propagates the energy is 

known as particulate radiation and it has definite rest mass 

and momentum and position [3]. 
Even though in many researches, in radiation therapy 

therapeutic modality represented in the photon-beam 
because particulate radiation is used with different uncertain 
technical problems. Between the matter and photon 
interactions are occurred if γ-ray or x-ray passes over the 
medium and energy is feeded to medium. Absorption, 
transmission, scattering and attenuation are done by the 
photon beam. Pair production, Photo electric effect and 
Compton Effect are the main types of radiation to interact 
with matter and those types are important in radiation 
therapy. Now a day’s radiation therapy of mega voltage, 

Compton Effect is mostly used. In diagnostic radiology 
photo electric has the importance and now days radiation 
therapy has historical importance of photoelectric effect. 
The energy is provided by the interaction of protons with 
free electrons in Compton Effect. The photon is spread by 
angle, electron handles the energy and photon lost the 
energy which is interconnected [4]. The change of 
wavelength not depends on irradiated material and energy of 
radiation. The change of wavelength depends on angle in 
which the radiation is spreads. Although EMET therapy 
contains the capabilities of energy modulated electron which 
is used to obtain high dose distribution in superficial targets 
and due to the problems of inherent in electron beam radio 
therapy, EMET is not implemented.  
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Before works new technique was proposed by using 
automated few leaf electron collimators (FLEC) to provide 
EMET. This technique contains four motor driven leaves 
which are fixed in clinical electron beam applicator. This 
technique combined with optimization algorithm based on 
Monte Carlo, kernels of patient specific dose used in this  
algorithm and operation of linear accelerator combined with 
treatment delivery.  Clinical accelerator added with 
accessory tool which is provided by FLEC. The construction 
and design of FLEC is provided and presented goals are 
matched.  

In-house developed EMET controller controlled the 
FLEC prototype. Here described the EMET controller 
software structure and characteristics of hardware. For 
different sizes and various fields, Monte Carlo calculations 
are authorized by getting measurements of output by the use 
of parallel plate ionization chamber. By using energy 
independent radio chromic films, 1-D and 2-D dose 
distributions are compared, for this purpose performs the 
further verifications. 

For the correct dose reports and planning of 3D treatment, 
volume definition is required. Several targets and volumes 
of critical structure are described by 50 and 62 of ICRU 
reports those are provided in the process of treatment 
planning and basis is provided for the treatment outcomes 
comparison. To avoid tumour remission in planning of radio 
therapy treatment tumour volume is estimated correctly. In 
complete eradication of disease tumour volume estimation is 
important task. The indirect measure of clonogen number is 
the tumour volume and it has direct impact on local disease 
control by using radiotherapy. Tumour bulk is measured by 
correct volume definition and analysis of treatment response 
are also provided.  

In the treatment planning, different imaging techniques 
are available such as CT (magnetic resonance imaging) and 
CT in which CT is used to decrease variation of inter 
observer and Ct is used to process of dose calculation. Each 
phase of treatment is impacted by interslice spacing and 
slice thickness between CT sections. Definition of structures 
is affected by it and reconstructed image quality represented 
in arbitrary planes, coronal and sagittal. For the dose display 
and localization, DRR (digitally reconstructed radiographs) 
is utilized. In ICTT (intensity modulated radiation therapy) 
definition of volume has a crucial role, it is more sensitive to 
uncertainties of geometric because organs at risk and 
sharper dose gradients at the target volume. Different 
authors describe the target definition importance.  For the 
localization the treatment volume superior and inferior 
boarders are defined by PTPCWG (photon Treatment 
Planning Collaborative work group) in 1991.  

To get cooperation between throughput and resolution, 
for the head take the close space between sections, maintain 
the CT slices with the thickness of 3 to 5 mm and for the 
body CT slice thickness as 5 to 10 mm should be required. 
In the radiation therapy additional studies are necessary for 
CT slice thickness optimization and it is recommended by 
PTPCWG. The aim of this technique is to determine target 
volume variation with various thicknesses of CT slices. In 
the planning of 3D radiation therapy the impact of variation 
is studied in this paper. For the 3DRTrequired CT slice 
thickness determination and centre of mass of tumour 

changes with various CT slice thickness are focused in this 
paper. 

II. TWO DIMENSIONAL PHOTON BEAM 
DISTRIBUTION USING FIBRE OPTIC RADIATION 

SENSOR 

To treat the tumour, the position of radiation beam is 
determined by X-ray films if conventional radiation therapy 
or 2D is utilized. Generally for the radiation treatment 
planning machine is used that is called fluoroscopic 
simulator. To find the position of tumour bones on x-ray is 
used as landmarks and for the treatment of tumour the 
radiation beams position in the patient is also identified. 
There should be leave normal organs. Planning should be 
done quickly and the treatment can be started fastly by 
patients and other techniques has more time consuming and 
high in-depth in the planning. For urgent treatment this type 
of techniques are used. 

In radiation therapy, to measure high energy photon beam 
fiber optic sensor is used with organic scintillator.  For small 
field radiation therapy to determine real time dose 
distributions and high resolution, 2-D fiber- optic sensor was 
utilised. Organic sensor probe provides scintillating lights 
which are combined and arranged into water phantom. 
These are guided by 10m plastic optical fibers. For the 
photon beam with different field sizes and various energies, 
measure the distribution of 2-D (2-dimentional) photon 
beam in water phantom. 

 
Fig. 1: OPTICAL FIBRE RADIATION SENSOR. 

 
The designing of Fiber optic radiation sensor is displayed 

in above figure and it is designed by using POF and organic 
scintillator probe. This sensor contains 2-D organic 
scintillator probes in water phantom and irradiation fields 
are 6 and 15 MV photon beams. In this study the organic 
scintillator is used which is available designed with PVT 
(polyvinyltouene) base with wavelength shifting. The 
emission colour of this organic scintillator i green and peak 
wavelength is specified as 492 nm. In this scintillator, 
number of emitted photos per1MeV of energy are dropped 
which are 8000.  
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This scintillator is in the form of cylinder and its 
measurements are diameter is 1mm and length is 10mm. 
polished the surfaces of ends of cylinder with different 
optical grade polishing pods and powders. By using optical 
cement the organic scintillator is sticked into POF. By using 
powders and polishing pods the surfaces of POF’s are 

polished. The titanium dioxide is used to make the reflective 
paint which is used in sensor probe outside to improve the 
efficiency of scintillating light collection and to capture the 
light noise from outside. Another name for this scintillator is 
typical organic scintillator, these are depends on PVT. 

III. CT SLICE THICKNESS ON CLINICAL 
TARGET VOLUME FOR 3D RADIATION THERAPY 

For the definition of target volume, brain tumours are 
selected, due to obtaining of various CT slice thicknesses 
there is no impact on organ motion. There are two steps in 
three dimensional radiation therapy treatments: one is 
phantom study and another one is clinical study. For 
planning of 3D treatment, the determination of minimum CT 
slice thickness is used by the study of phantom study. After 
completion of determination of minimum slice thickness, 
clinical study is carried out by the comparison of calculated 
tumour volume with minimum and larger slice thickness. In 
the planning of 3D treatment, the impact on CT slice 
thickness was also proposed, for the slice thickness iso-
center values are shifted with tumour values. 

For the treatment of tumours three dimensional radiation 
therapy is mostly used. It is used when the tumour closed to 
important organs such as neck, lung, and carcinomas of 
prostrate, bladder, spine, head and pancreas. Most of 3-DRT 
cases begin with ‘virtual simulation’ session that lasts in 

between 30 and 90 minutes. In the treatment position, CT 
scans are taken from patients and that images are send to the 
treatment planning computer. The Ct slices are marked to 
the required volume for the treatment by clinician. The 
volume of 3D image produced by computer and highlighted 
the critical structures at the risk. Due to this best beam 
arrangements are defined and minimum dose distribution is 
calculated by computer. To provide image digitally beam’s-
eye view could be generated to see the simulation film 
which is utilised in verification of treatment. Beam shaping 
covers the critical structures and these are obtained with use 
of lead box or use of multi-leaf collimators. Multi leaf 
collimators are computer controlled movable leaves within 
treatment machine which is used to block the part of 
radiation field. A conformity index, defined in Equation 
1, was used to measure the target dose conformity. 

 

  
                                                    
(1) 

where, TVRI was the target volume covered by the 
reference isodose (95%), VRI was the volume covered by 
the reference iso dose (95%), and TV was the target volume. 
The target dose homogeneity was measured with a 
homogeneity index (HI) defined in Equation 2. 

 

  
                       
(2) 

where, D5%, D95% indicated that at least 5%, 95% of the 
target volume received this dose, and Dmean was the mean 
dose to target. The HI value was between 0 and 1, with 0 
representing the ideal homogeneity, whereas the CI value 
was between 0 and 1, with one representing the ideal 
conformity. In OAR, the minimum and maximum dose of 
spinal cord, V30 and V40 of heart, and V20 and V30 of lung 
were analyzed and compared. 

First scanning was done in sequential mode for all 
patients and before CT scanning for every patient non-ionic 
contrast was organized. The results of phantom study are, 
for the planning minimum slice thickness is 2.5 mm, 
accuracy is 3%. For all patients three scans are performed 
with different slice thickness such as 2.5, 5 and 10mm in 
sequential mode. By using DICOM network CT data sheets 
are send to the Eclipse treatment planning system. In the 3D 
treatment planning system based on 3D CT datasets (2.5, 5 
and 10 mm), external body contour and volume of tumour 
are defined. 

 
Fig. 2: PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Clustering pixels into prominent picture region is the goal 
of image acquisition. In order to provide data such as 
anatomical structure and identify the region of interest, i.e. 
locating the tumor, lesion and other abnormalities, the 
acquisition of gray level data is used.  
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The suggestion method depends on the anatomical 
structure data of the healthy components and compares it 
with the infected components. This starts by assigning a 
reference picture of a standard candidate brain scan picture 
to the anatomical structure of the healthy components. 

The aim of radiation therapy (RT) is to cure the cancer 
disease without any side effects. In the planning of radiation 
therapy treatment, imaging has an important position; there 
is an impact on volume of tumour definition and outcomes 
of final treatment. Three dimensional radiation therapy 
computed tomography (CT) slice thickness is proposed in 
this paper. It is observed that the accuracy of definition of 
tumour volume depends on Ct slice thickness. From  the 
study of proposed system it is concluded that for three 
dimensional treatment planning of brain tumours, the 
thickness of CT slice should be the 2.5 mm for tumour 
volume<25cc and for volume of tumour>25 the slice 
thickness is 5mm. Proper planning is achieved for three 
dimensional radiotherapy treatment for tumour. 

 CT scan enhanced to detecting the suspicious region by 
the using of the Pre-processing techniques. The first step of 
pre-processing is tracking features involves those activities 
that are usually crucial prior to major information review 
and detail extraction, and are frequently grouped as 
radiometric or geometric improvements. for example, film  
artifacts or labels, names, age and marks of the patient. 
Through the tracking algorithm, film artifacts are 
eliminated. At this point, the intensity value of the pixels 
starting from the primary row and the initial column is 
analyzed and the threshold value of the film artifacts is 
found. The threshold value should be noted to exceed the 
threshold values removing from CT. CT eliminates the film 
artifacts ' high intensity value. At some point in eliminating 
film artifacts, the image includes salt and pepper noise. 

IV. RESULTS 

 
Fig 3: INPUT IMAGE-1 

 

 
Fig. 4: BENIGN TUMOR IMAGE-1 

 
Fig. 5: EVALUATION OF MAXIMUM ACCURACY 

WITH 100 ITERATIONS OF FIG 2 
 

 
Fig. 6: RBF ACCURACY IN PERCENTAGE OF FIG 

2 
 

 
Fig. 7: LINEAR ACCURACY IN PERCENTAGE OF 

FIG 2 
 

 
Fig. 8: POLYGON ACCURACY IN PERCENTAGE-

1 
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Fig. 9: QUADRATIC ACCURACY IN 

PERCENTAGE-1 
 

 
Fig. 10: INPUT IMAGE-2 

 

 
Fig. 11: MALIGNANT TUMOR IMAGE 

 
Fig. 12: RBF ACCURACY IN PERCENTAGE-2 

 

 
Fig. 13: POLYGON AND LINEAR ACCURACY IN 

PERCENTAGE-2 
 

 
Fig. 14: QUADRATIC ACCURACY IN 

PERCENTAGE-2 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the robust and simple classifications of CT 
scans are proposed. This system detects the motion-
corrupted images in large-scale data bases. Proposed 
algorithm produces the best enhancement of image contrast  
producing good enhancement of image contrast.  
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In the initial stage of the work pre-processing is done to 
remove noises. The experimental result shows that the 
suggested methods offer greater precision in classification 
than other volumetric methods. From the view of this work, 
other classification techniques are scheduled, but also 
various CT modalities in the classification structure 
developed. 
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